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In a nutshell, PVC plastic is uniquely toxic among plastics because of

outline will keep the vest snug to your body and not up

its highly toxic ingredients which readily migrate into the environment

around your ears in the water. If you’re not Mr fitness,
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HAPPY FIT
Made for the keg not the six pack. A more relaxed fit outline

during its production, use, and its disposal. So No PVC = Happy Earth.
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don’t stress, just go up a size, we wont tell anyone.
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the vest. if you normally feel like your life vest is hugging
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you a little too tight, we think you will like this fit.
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seriously soft, seriously stretchy and really comfortable. Feels like
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Duraprene neoprene, it’s Priestly proof! Tough as
nails but still soft and stretchy on the inside.

we can get our hands on. Our Featherweight PVC foam is

STASH

the best of both worlds, no kidding, feel for yourself.

STASH POCKET

RIBBED BACK PANEL

Keep your key on you and your valuables in the car while you

Basically, every stitch line through a foam panel allows for

shred the cable, or keep your license handy on the ski. Apart
from looking good, our stash pockets might just come in handy.
PO
CKET

you’re wearing nothing at all, without compromising durability.

DURAPRENE

There are two ways to keep a life jacket as light as possible.
Reduce water absorption and use the lightest materials

FOAM

REALLY STRETCHY NEOPRENE
Our regular stretch neoprene taken to the next level. This stuff is

for the happier belly without sacrificing the performance of
H

PVC FREE FLOATATION

This cut is for all you fit guys out there. The Pro Fit tapered

All our stash pockets come with an elastic key keep inside.

RIBBED
PANEL

the vest to flex and move more naturally with the body.
The ribbed back panel adds movement to your vest while
keeping the rear top panel of your vest slim and firm.

F O L L O W S U STA I N A B L E P E R F O R M A N C E R A N G E

x 15 =

After years of development our factory has created, NaturalPrene™.
This cutting edge material is a natural rubber foam, harvested from
renewable rubber trees that replaces traditional neoprene that is
made from bad stuff. NaturalPrene™ is 100% neoprene-free.
NaturalPrene™ is soft, strong and super stretchy. We then used a PVC
free, flotation foam. We have created what we set out to achieve.

RECYCLED POLYESTER
15 BOTTLES = FABRIC FOR 1 LIFE VEST

A high performance vest that will help us to start
saving a small piece of the world, bit by bit.

BONUS SPR BOTTLE WITH EVERY VEST

Lets face the facts, wakeboarding isn’t always environmentally
focused. Many of us are using V8 engines and 2500kg+
of ballast in our boats to create the perfect wake.
However, with the recent evolution of Cable riding a lot more riders
are looking towards a much cleaner source of wakeboarding.
Follow decided it was time as a brand to research and develop
a more sustainable method of producing our products.
The SPR range is our way of looking after our mate mother nature.
Our focus was to make a sustainable product range that
maintains our strict guidelines of performance.
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